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Crisis 2040 
 
Dear delegates, it is a pleasure to be the Crisis 2040 Special Commission's Presidents for               
SAMUNVIII. As presidents we will guide you and support you before and during the committee. If                
you have any doubts about the Crisis and the procedure of a futuristic committee you are welcome to                  
ask us. We have the highest expectations of your performance and we hope that this will be an                  
enriching and empowering experience for all of us.  
 
Welcome to the futuristic crisis committee of SAMUNVIII. 
Sincerely,  
 
Maria Alexandra Travecedo 
Sara Torres Benavides 
 
samun.crisis2040@cbsm.edu.co 
 

About the Committee 

 
The Crisis 2040 committee was established by the General Assembly on January 25th 2040 because               
of the issues surrounding the invasion of South Korea, the UNRA, and LAOs. The world’s stability                
and peace is in great danger. The main objective of the committee is to address all the topics                  
surrounding the issue and ensuring peace. This committee is authorized to pass resolutions, create              
international instruments, and promote global political cooperation.  

 

Committee Rules and Procedure 

 
CRISIS NOTES 
 
For this committee, even though it is a crisis, delegates may not make major additions to the timeline 
during the debate without the chair’s authorization, if a delegate does this during the committee, 
his/her intervention will not be accepted by the chair. If a delegate makes an irrelevant or imprudent  
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intervention the chair will ask them to step out of the room and they may lose any chance of winning 
an award. To ask authorization delegates must send a Crisis Note to the chair. 
 
Crisis Notes  may be written by one or more delegations when they wish to have an event happen 
during the committee.  
 
In order to send a Crisis Note to the chair, in case the delegate wishes to have something happen in the 
debate, the document or paper must include the delegation who sends it, the event, and the impact it 
may have on the committee, if it is not supported it will not be considered as a Crisis Note. 
 
Example: 
 
CRISIS 2079 - UNITED NATIONS  
TOPIC: The aliens are attacking tomorrow and they want our children 
 
CRISIS NOTE (FOR THE CHAIR) FORMAT:  
 
Delegation: Russian Federation 
 
Event: The government of the United States of America has found out about the alien invasion, more 
than two years ago. It made a deal with the aliens and who now won’t be attacking the US.  
 
Contribution: This discovery will lead the international community to work together in order to find a 
way to punish USA. If USA agrees to help they may know how to make a deal with the aliens and 
they will not attack us. If it does not, we must take action against it.  
 
Delegates can also send crisis notes to external characters. This is something delegates do when they 
want something to happen in the outside world, which will have consequences on the international 
community and then the committee will have to solve this situation.  
 
PERSONAL CRISIS NOTES 

1. Start by establishing a contact. Delegates are powerful characters, you may be contacting your 
love partner, child, guard, ex-sergeant or even your friend, the President. 

2. Request the action. You have a couple of chances to personal crisis notes with a determined 
goal. Ask for the execution of an action outside of the committee. 

 



 

 

3. Conclude the note. Notes that request something significantly more difficult or that set up a 
longer chain of notes should generally imply where they are leading so that the crisis staff can 
understand the relevance of the note a delegate has sent.  

4. The chair will let the delegate know if the personal crisis note has been adopted by the chair.  
 
Crisis Directives 
 
In the Crisis Committee instead of resolutions delegates vote directives.  These are updates for the 
external world to know about the motives of the committee and the decisions taken in it. They are also 
the immediate actions that the blocks decide to take concerning a situation. They have a short 
preamble and specific actions that will be taken. They pass with simple majority and only needs ⅔ of 
the committee as signatory countries. Amendments are also made to Directives.  
 
In the resolutive part of the directive, delegates must use active verbs and be specific with their 
actions.  
Some examples of active verbs are but not limited to: 
 

Move Raise Justify Extradite 

Allocate Lower Investigate Hire 

Donate Assassinate Remove Eliminate 

Suggest Request Authorize Propose 

 
Motion to Introduce Directives: A delegate makes this motion to introduce all the directives on the 
floor with the sufficient number of signatories. It is generally made when the situation has been 
addressed and debated and it needs to be solves.  
 
Rules 
 

1. Delegates may not refute to the chair, if the chair does not accept the crisis note proposed by 
the delegation the debate must keep going.  Every crisis read by the chair is official and it may 
not be refuted.  

2.  The timeline given in the guide is law. The only changes there will be are more events added 
on the timeline during the three days of committee work, either because of a delegate’s crisis 
note or the chair’s decision. Work within the timeline. 



 

 

3.  In a crisis committee one of the most attractive factors are the fact that delegates get to play a 
role in a story and even make up some parts of the story. There are some boundaries to this 
crisis: 

- In 2040 humans have not been able to time travel. There will be NO time travelling in 
the committee. 

- There will be no supernatural ends of the world. Ie: zombie apocalypse. 
- There will not be any guests who are not authorized by the chair. Delegates must ask 

for the chair’s authorization. 

Background 
After many years under the fear of an attack by the Islamic State, the Russian government was the                  
principal helping hand in the peace processes with this group. The negotiations led to the fully                
disappearance of IS and the reparations for the victim countries are still in process. By 2020, the                 
mainly affected countries Syria, Iran, and Iraq were completely under the Russian helping hand. The               
Russian Federation, led by its new leader Rasputin Nabokov, from the Communist Party of the               
Russian Federation, has been helping the countries reconstruct their economic model and their society.              
Many Russian members of the government are acting as advisors in these countries.  
 
Westernized countries have doubted about the intentions of the Russian Federation and its allies in               
their contribution to the three countries. On May 26th, 2020 the Russian Communist Party released a                
controversial video in which they invited “everyone in growing countries” to “learn the ways of a true                 
country for their people”. This video mirrored the ideal “from everyone - by their skills, to everyone -                  
by their needs”. It is now removed from the internet for unknown reasons. 

Topics and Timeline 

Timeline 

 
2020 - On September 21st, 2020 President Donald Trump had a            
heart attack after a congress meeting where it was announced that           
the US GDP had lowered by 12%, something thought impossible.          
He was unconscious for 3 hours, and when he woke up he            
immediately called his Chief of Staff and asked him to          
communicate with the Mexican and Canadian governments.  
Even though it was not known until five years later, this day while             
being unconscious, Donald Trump saw a light that spoke to him           
and told him: “The only way to save America is to have the rest of               



 

 

America.” He understood this as, in his own words; “If I wanted to save the country I needed the rest                    
of North America.” 
 
 
 
2021 - Donald Trump, with the help of his Chief of Staff and Congress, held numerous meetings                  
with the governments of Mexico and Canada in order to convince them that as an union, these                 
countries would flourish. As the United States had been a recognized world power in the global                
community, the governments saw the chance of growing even more if they were together. Canada saw                
the chance of getting more recognition in the international community and for Mexico it was a great                 
choice, since the Mexicans living in the United States could now live there freely. Having this kind of                  
relations with the US would benefit them economically and politically, strengthening ties with the US               
allies. Even though the economic situation of the US was not perfect at that time, it was still better                   
than theirs and if they all joined their potential and resources, they could grow even more.  
On February 13th, 2021 the governments of Canada, Mexico and USA announced that they “shall not                
be called by their countries’ names anymore, they were now the Union of Northern Republics of                
America” 
Countries such as The Russian Federation and China, have criticized the UNRA and some of the                
members of their governments have called it “absurd” and “last resort foolishness”, as they believe the                
United States was very concerned by their loss of power and formed the Union for American’s own                 
benefits and not others.  
 
2022 - The UNRA announces that they will ban illegal immigrants from their territory and will                
“remove” them “for the well being of their citizens”. Only legal Mexicans, Canadians, and Americans               
could live in the UNRA. By the end of the year, the UNRA’s percent of immigrants had lowered by                   
almost 37%  
 
2023 - At the beginning of the year, there were reports of raises of up to three times the taxes and                     
leases of citizens that were not born in the UNRA. Mainly from Latin America and the Middle East,                  
most citizens from other countries were not affected.  
 
2024 - The UNRA announce that they will be keeping their different forms of government but they                 
will also have the power to pass laws as an union, through a council of ministers.  
 
2025 - Realizing that the UNRA was gaining “enemies”, Russia strengthened relations with Latin              
American countries and the Arab League.  
By then, any Latino (except Mexican) or Arab living in the UNRA had to be reported to the                  
government for investigation.  
Donald Trump Jr. was elected as president of the USA, the Trump family has been blamed multiple                 
times for the Removal of Immigrants.  
 



 

 

2026 - The Latin American and Arab Outlaws make their first statement towards the UNRA,               
expressing disgust and rage against the actions taken towards immigrants and the importance of              
recognition of their mistake and reparations for the losses. After the UNRA leaves de OAS, the                
UNRA strengthens its bonds with emerging powers such as India and Brazil, currently India and               
Brazil are some of the world’s greatest economies and support the UNRA decisions of the Removal                
Process of 2022.  
 
2027 - More than 235 Latinos and 362 Arabs have mysteriously disappeared. Conspiracies             
surrounding the topic claim that the UNRA’s government is removing any immigrant left, and that               
they are executing them to save any more effort to legally make them leave the country. Russian                 
politician, Rasputin Nalvadi  accused the UNRA of killing the missing people. 
 
2031 - The UNRA government offered a Hawaiian Island as a place where the immigrants who were                 
affected greatly by the “Removal Process of 2022” could live in peace and with resident rights. 
The LAOs declared this as an offense to dignity, governments of Colombia, Panama, Argentina,              
Venezuela and Cuba affirmed they agreed with LAOs, considered a revolutionary group. The Arab              
League also agreed. 
Later, LAOs published a document stating conditions for them to let the UNRA leave “unharmed”,               
the UNRA considered this as a threat but the governments of the states where the LAOs’ leaders came                  
from; Cuba, Venezuela, and Saudi Arabia, did not make any statements regarding the situation.  
 
2032 - The UNRA attacked Colombia’s rural areas and Pakistani desert by the accounts of “suspected                
LAO bases where they were planning to hurt the UNRA”. Instead, they attacked an indigenous tribe                
in Colombia and a refugee area in Saudi Arabia. 179 people were killed in total. This day is known as                    
the 13/11, dated November 13th, 2032. 
After this, the DPRK publicly stated that it would “provide any kind of armament” to the nations hurt                  
by the attack in order to defend themselves from UNRA’s actions. The statement was ignored by the                 
international community and never received any sort of response which showed agreement or             
disagreement. 
Russia later stated that it would keep supporting these nations even after the UNRA performs its                
public apology the nations affected in 13/11. 
 
Until this day, the UNRA hasn’t apologized or given any consistent proof of their suspicions. 
On December 23rd, 2032; the LAO forces in Syria, Iran and Jordan attacked Israel, an UNRA ally, as                  
a symbol of how Palestinians were “removed” from their land as well, 80 years ago.  
Palestinians have taken over 63% of the Israeli territory since then.  
 
2033 - Unknown forces attacked and invaded Palestine and 98 civilians were killed.  
The UN released a fact sheet of the victims from the Removal 2022, who were left homeless, and the                   
disappearances of many Latinos and Arabs. The biggest percentage of those who are missing are               
Puerto Rican, Cuban and Syrian. 
 



 

 

2034 - The UNRA government addressed the Immigrant Island idea on the General Assembly, it only                
received support from France, United Kingdom, India, Brazil and Germany. Russia, China and the              
Latin American- Middle Eastern states refuted. 
 
2036 - Palestine took over the West Bank. Palestinians are now building a new life in the territory                  
they claimed. Now 97 members of the United Nations recognize Palestine as a country. The               
government of Israel declines this recognition and they invite other countries to help take back the                
West Bank. Israel is receiving help from the UNRA.  
 
2038 - LAOs performed an attack on Florida, April 29th 2038: “Today, the armed group; Latinos and                 
Arab Outlaws held a shooting on the Disney World Park, specifically the It’s A Small World                
attraction. 7 people were killed and 15 harmed.  
The UNRA accused the governments of Russia, China and DPRK of financing these acts and the                
governments of Colombia, Cuba and Syria of supporting these actions. The governments never denied              
or confirmed any of this, but their relations with the UNRA have weakened if not disappeared.  
 
2039 - An organization has been made secretly, but it is suspected by the UNRA and its allies. The                   
organization’s main objectives are to strengthen their development and help aid the refugee crisis that               
the Removal Process of 2022 caused. The organization hopes to receive help and financial aid from                
the UNRA so they can help the immigrants who were deported.  
 
2040 -  Today 
The world is on alert. The DPRK government invaded South Korea on January 21st. Kim Jong Un,                 
leader of North Korea for more than 30 years is threatening to bomb any country that dares to fight                   
him. South Korea is now under Kim Jong Un's power. The DPRK has formed a formal alliance with                  
LAOs and is financing them. The safety of the world as we know it is in our hands.  
 
 

Facts to Take into Account 

 
UNRA: United Northern Republics of America, formed by Mexico, Canada, and the United States.  
 
LAOs: Latino and Arab Outlaws, Armed group formed by an alliance between Latinos and Arabs. 
 
Removal Process 2022: Also called R22, was a series of events in the UNRA that led to the ban of                    
more than half of the immigrants in these countries. The immigrants were forced to flee the country to                  
go to their home country or another state, they lost their home, job for many months, and some of                   
them part of their family.  
 



 

 

The Islands: Donald Trump Jr offered the Islands in 2031 and the UNRA government is still willing                 
to provide a set of islands as home for the immigrants that were hurt in any way by the Removal 22. 
Apart from islands such as Maui, Fenwick, Del Padre, Saint Croix and, Dauphin, the UNRA has                 

offered to buy private islands but this has been considered unsustainable because most of these islands                
are very small, and immigrants would be living in isolation.  
 
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant: The Islamic State is vague in 2040. But it is not completely gone.  
 

Topic A: The Urge to Take Action Against LAOs concerning their WMDs 

 
Since the events in 2038, the UNRA has loosen its ties with Latin             
American and Middle Eastern countries. The UNRA has publicly         
affirmed that it will not surrender to the LAOs, and they will take             
action, wanted or not, against them. President De las Salas, from           
Colombia, said in an interview on the incident: “The UNRA will           
ignore the fact they forced displacement on millions of people and           
killed 119 Colombians and Arabs in 13/11, but when an armed group,            
separated from the government, takes action against them, they will          
form commotion.” The Saudi Arabian Leader, Rafik Assad has also          
stated that the UNRA has previously “bombed Arab land” and “taken           
innocent lives” but “we all know that Americans aren’t all innocent.”           
This was considered as a “degradation of the identity of the UNRA            
people” by many members of the UNRA government.  
 
The UNRA and its allies consider that action against LAOs should be            
taken immediately, because they are affecting the security of the          
international community. Countries like Russia, Turkey, and Norway are lending a helping hand to              
Latin American and Middle Eastern countries, as they have been mistreated by the UNRA. Countries               
like Colombia, Venezuela, Cuba, Saudi Arabia, Palestine, and others consider the UNRA has to make               
a peaceful agreement with the LAOs since after all, they are revolting because of them not their own                  
government. 

Questions  

 
1. Why did the UNRA government removed Latino and Arab immigrants from their country? 
2. How did the Removal Process 2022 affect your nation? 
3. Does your country consider LAOs as a threat to the whole world? 
4. Which countries are directly involved in the conflict? 
5. How is your country involved or affected by  the conflict? 



 

 

 

Subtopic A: Peace Process with LAOs 
Many countries consider that the actions of the armed group could be compared with the havoc caused 
by the UNRA when they attacked foreign territory and many innocent people lost their lives. This is 
why a peaceful agreement with LAOs has been proposed by nations such as Colombia and Saudi 
Arabia.  
 

Subtopic B: Latino-Arab Outlaws and Weapons of Mass Destruction 
The armed group is now in possession of WMDs given to them by the North Korean government. The 
measures that must be taken because of this are very important. It is essential to decide whether this 
group could be a threat to peace and security. Countries like the members of the UNRA express their 
concern towards this situation and invites other countries to take severe actions against this group.  
 
 

Topic B: Taking action concerning the Korean Conflict  

 
After January, the world has been in constant fear not only from the illegal group               
but from a nation. The DPRK took over South Korea and there have been more               
issues surrounding this problem. South Koreans who do not subject to Kim Jong             
Un’s regime are sent to the political prisoner camps in North Korea which are more               
crowded than they have ever been. In these camps they are subjected to degrading              
and inhumane activities, extreme labor and punishments.  
 
The UNRA considers action must be taken against the DPRK considering their            
connections with LAOs and how it can affect their country. France and England are              
willing to help the affected by the crisis in South Korea. Countries with citizens              
affected by the R22 want a peaceful agreement between LAOs and UNRA,            
considering this will lower the chances of an attack on both sides. The DPRK              
government continues to give more reasons to be punished. Trade and any            
commerce has been closed from any country to DPRK and vice versa except for              
China. China is still helping the DPRK financially.  
 
 
 
Questions 
 



 

 

1. Which are the main reasons to fight against the DPRK? 
2. What can be done to help South Koreans? 
3. According to your country’s policies and position, should the international community           

intervene? Why and How? 
4. Which countries are directly involved in the conflict? 
5. How is your country involved or affected by  the conflict? 

 
 

Subtopic A: Situation in South Korea 
The government of DPRK has kept the situation of south koreans a secret. All social media is 
censored. Only a few south koreans have been able to speak out since the invasion of their territory. 
From their testimonies the UN knows that they are under severe vigilation by the DPRK government. 
One of the main objectives of the committee is to ensure the well-being of every citizen in South 
Korea. 
 

Subtopic B: North Korea and Latino-Arab Outlaws 
North Korea has strengthen relations with an armed group since the attacks of 13/11. It is believed by 
many that this nation is its main financial source. LAOs has publicly thanked the North Korean 
government for its support and determination to end the UNRA’s hegemony.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


